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Gigas, the first to offer advantages 
in SAP Hana rollouts from a TDI 
Compliant cloud platform  
Gigas (GIGA.MAB), a Spanish multinational cloud computer services 
company, has launched a pioneering solution in the provision of cloud 
infrastructure services for SAP Hana under the Tailored Data Center 
Integration (TDI) model.  

A SAP-certified supplier since 2014, Gigas has SAP HANA-certified 
infrastructure under the TDI Compliant model. With this model, Gigas affords 
IT departments and SAP integrators more flexibility and cost savings, as well 
as seamless integration of systems and applications.  

Based on an architecture built on HP Blade servers, Intel Xeon processors, 
Virtualización VMware and Netapp data storage systems, Gigas’ SAP Hana 
Cloud solution makes Gigas the first company to offer this product under a 
TDI compliant model.  

Unlike most cloud providers, which offer platforms for Hana with default 
instances or dedicated models, which are rigid and require hefty investment, 
Gigas is rounding off its current range of advanced cloud computing services 
to leverage greater synergies with systems and applications deployed on-
site. 

About Gigas.com  

Gigas is a Spanish company, listed on the Mercado Alternativo Bursátil (Spanish 
Alternative Equity Market or MAB) since 2015 (GIGA.MAB), which specialises in cloud 
computing services. Incorporated in 2011, it has become one of the world’s leader 
providers in the sector, according to Gartner's “Magic Quadrant for Cloud 
Infrastructure as a Service” report. Gigas, which offers cloud computing solutions, 
stands out for its cutting-edge technology and exceptional technical support. With 
data centers in Madrid, Barcelona, Miami and Santiago de Chile, the company has 
offices in Spain, Colombia, Chile, Peru, Miami, Panama and Mexico. The company is 
the only public cloud services provider in Spain for European Commission institutions 
after winning the public tender held in 2015. Its platform offers a high level of security 
and is certified in accordance with international standards, such as ISO 27001 and PCI 
DSS Level 1. 
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